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01217 Dresden – Germany
www.senorics.com
Sands Expo, Hall G,
Booth 51120-1
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SAXONY! – A BUSINESS LOCATION AT ITS BEST

There are many good reasons why the region in the heart of Europe is a top
location for globally active companies as Volkswagen, BMW, GLOBALFOUNDRIES,
DHL, BOSCH, and Infineon.
It’s all about the people who are Saxony’s greatest asset. Because – Saxons are
exceptionally bright. More than 94 % of Saxony’s workforce possess at least a
university entrance qualification / completed vocational training (OECD average =
79 %).
Saxony’s transportation infrastructure is also efficient and solution-oriented –
with its dense network of federal expressways, rail lines, three inland ports on the
Elbe River, and two international airports. At Leipzig/Halle Airport, the logistics
giant DHL provides 24/7 service year round at its European air cargo hub.
Vibrant industrial branches form the backbone of the business location Saxony.
The traditional heart of Saxony’s economy is found in the Chemnitz-Zwickau
region. Whether it be mechanical engineering or more than 100 years of »Autoland
Saxony« – strong and highly efficient industries have evolved from smart ideas
and intelligent solutions. The heart of »Silicon Saxony« – Europe’s largest cluster
for the microelectronics / ICT sector – beats in Dresden.
A great plus for Saxony is its enormous innovative power. This has been confirmed
by the EU »Regional Innovation Scoreboard«: Saxony is a European »Strong
Innovator.« The intersectoral focus of Saxony’s researchers is on on topics as
lightweight engineering, electromobility, and automation technology / robotics.
Saxony – this doesn’t just stand for business, dynamic growth, and industry. World
renowned are also the products »made in Saxony« with precision craftsmanship
and manufacturing tradition such as MEISSEN® porcelain or watches made in
»Glashütte / Sa.«. And – Saxony enchants. With a superb blend of a remarkable
historical heritage, a wide range of cultural attractions, and great natural beauty
– Germany’s number one travel destination for culture enthralls residents and
tourists alike.
Curious to learn more? – Just have a look at
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